W elcome to the first issue of the C o smic Reality newsletter, sharing the unfolding Shungite
Story: innovative products, news of Shungite Science, & the many miracles of Gaia's Gift!

Cosmic Beginnings:
The Origin of Shungite

BY MICHAEL HENRY DUNN
(for Cosmic Reality)
Chemists felt very clever in 1986 when they cooked up a unique carbon molecule
called fullerene in their laboratories, shaped like a soccer ball, looking like a
geodesic dome, and named after Buckminster Fuller. The “Bucky Ball” won its

discoverers the Nobel Prize, opening up a whole new playground for the field of
chemistry with the existence of Carbon 60. Only in the vacuum lab conditions of
high heat and high pressure could this phenomenal molecule come into being.
So they believed.
It turned out that Gaia – the unified consciousness of the biosphere of our world
– was ahead of them by 2.5 billion years. A call had gone out from the longnurturing mother of this planet that it was now ready for life.
The discoverers of fullerene never imagined it could be found in nature. Then, in
1992, geochemists at Arizona State University in Tempe were startled to find
fullerenes embedded in a rare mineral found only in Russia.
This, of course, was shungite. And the mineral came from a geologic stratum
which not only predates the origin of complex life, it also predates the era when
such a molecule could possibly have formed. A further mystery lies in the fact
that shungite contains what chemists call “woody structure,” implying that
shungite, like coal, was formed from fossilized plant life.
The only problem is that there was no such plant life on earth in the PreCambrian era. So where did the shungite come from? And why is it that the
origin of life on Earth is frequently said to have begun in the same region of
northwestern Russia?
And how is it that the shungite deposit also uniquely carries all (yes, all!) of the
building blocks of life – every element in the Periodic Table. As if a fiery gift had
been delivered from deep space to ignite the flame of evolving life, reaching up
from the depths of matter toward the Divine.
We are left with some highly intriguing possibilities:
The “woody structure” of fossilized plant life in shungite could conceivably
come from plant life on another planet (as there was no such plant life on
earth when shungite was formed). Could shungite have come from the
remnants (as some theorize) of an exploded planet? Or was it uniquely
formed somewhere in the heart of the galaxy and hurled our way, picking
up high energetics along the way?
So far as we know, shungite is found nowhere else on earth. Could shungite
actually have triggered an evolutionary acceleration in the origins of life on
our planet?
We know that shungite fullerenes attract and neutralize harmful free radicals
and are a powerful anti-oxidant. Yet it also operates as a purifying field of
energy: a certified quantum physicist has stated that shungite radiates a
purifying field which extends many feet (depending upon the purity) – it has
even been described as “infinite power in a finite object.”
If shungite did indeed originate on a long-ago exploded world, does this imply
that an entire planet once was covered with such a life-giving element? And what
kind of sentient beings might evolve under such conditions?
We now have a chance to find out, as the shungite field begins to flow outward to
every corner of the earth, touching thousands more souls every day. Water
purified, bee colonies restored, anxiety replaced by serenity – and protection
afforded against the toxic effects of 4G WiFi and EMF, even as we band together

to prevent the potentially deadly implementation of 5G (from which shungite
seemingly cannot protect us).
Could it be, as Edgar Cayce prophesied long ago, that the hope of mankind
would indeed flow out from Russia?
Here at Cosmic Reality, we are pleased to suggest that you ponder such intriguing
mysteries as you swig your healing shungite water, while enjoying toast dabbed
with shungite honey, working on your laptop protected from harmful EMF by
shungite stickers, reading an article about the prevention of Bee Colony Collapse
through shungite nuggets.
Blessings of Gaia’s Gift!

NA NCY L. HO PKINS O N T HE O RIGIN O F SHUNGIT E

Author, researcher, shungite authority, and founder of Cosmic Reality,
Nancy L. Hopkins shares her experience of the conscious and almost
mystical nature of the "shungite field," and its connection to the
quantum nature of the fullerene molecule.

SHUNGIT E REA LIT Y RA DIO !
Tune in this afternoon at 12 noon ET,
Tuesday, April 2nd, as Nancy Hopkins and
Derek Condit share amazing information
about the many aspects of the shungite
phenomenon. Have questions ready for this
free-flow Q&A with two of the most
knowledgeable authorities in the field.
Available on YouTube if you miss the live
show.

ST A Y SA FE WIT H O UR EMF/WIFI

PROTEC TION KIT
Protect your office, your home, your family
from harmful Electro-Magnetic Frequencies
and 4G W iFi with Cosmic Reality's bestselling combination of Shungite nuggets,
protective S4 Stickers, and Shungite
Magnet (order your kit here).

"We are the creators.
What we begin to believe is what Shungite will become even though it's already there.
We're just following the breadcrumbs."
--

Nancy L. Hopkins

NA NCY HO PKINS GO ES GLO BA L!
Cosmic Reality Founder and shungite
pioneer Nancy L. Hopkins speaks to a global
audience on Shungite Science and the
Shungite Bees on renowned whistle-blower
site Project Camelot in a ground-breaking
interview with Kerry Cassidy.

PRO T ECT ING GA IA LA UNCH O F RA DIO 5G
Shungite offers amazing protection against
harmful 4G W iFi radiation - but not against
the potentially deadly effects of 5G, which
overwhelming evidence proves to be a
threat to to human health and to the
biosphere of our planet. Join Nancy Hopkins
and co-host Michael Henry Dunn on the
newly launched RADIO 5G every
W ednesday at 12 noon ET for the latest on
how to stop this deadly roll-out. Radio 5G is
a joint project of Cosmic Reality and The
Sacred Academy of Geo-Energetics.

SHUNGIT E FA Q 's

UNDERST A ND T HE MA GIC!
The Cosmic Reality Shungite Store does its best to keep you up to date on all the science, the
products, and testimonials from satisfied customers. Gaia's Gift newsletter will feature an indepth exploration of one of the Frequently Asked Questions in every issue. In our next issue,
we will explore the science behind shungite's astonishing ability to purify water.

Wild Queens, Mystic Bees, and a Field of Dreams

Cosmic Reality's own Derek Condit makes an epic journey across the Northwest,
leaving a magic trail of shungite-healed beehives in his wake.
The small black particles of stone strewn at the entrance of the hive seemed to act
like a drug. The bees instinctively entered the hive only by the corner where the
strange black mineral lay. Word had gotten around the small Oregon town that
this young fellow Derek was spreading some kind of magic pebbles on the hives
of the local beekeepers – hives which had been decimated by the global disaster
of Bee Colony Collapse. Bemused rumor said the stuff was from a Russian
meteorite. But anecdotal evidence was intriguing – and the beekeepers were
desperate. If the Colony Collapse disaster continued, crops on which most of
humanity depends (of which the bees are essential pollinators) would shrink to
levels which would mean mass starvation – and which was already impacting
dying orchards which this region had once known to be abundant.
But the small mountain town was just the beginning of what would turn into an
epic journey as Derek responded to the explosion of interest in shungite. His
"Johnny Appleseed" quest to spread the shungite quantum field led him from one

end of California to the other, and throughout Oregon and Washington.
"Just throw some shungite dust out the window as you go!" Nancy Hopkins urged
him. "Get the gift out there!"
Months later, Derek came back to the small valley see how the hives and the
orchards were progressing. Already, evidence had persuaded industrial
beekeepers in California to order the “magic pebbles,” and Derek was eager to
see if these struggling local farmers in the Northwest were also seeing results.
He was greeted eagerly with astonished reports from around the local valleys. Not
only were once struggling orchards now so laden with rich fruit that their boughs
were breaking, but the hives were thriving, with new queens and new swarms
heading out to create wild hives beyond the beekeepers' control – hives which
(strangely) were also resistant to collapse…even without the “magic pebbles.”
“Yeah, I just kind of wink at them when they ask me about that part,” said Nancy
L. Hopkins. “That’s where the metaphysics comes in. There’s no 'logic' to why the
new swarms from the shungite-treated hives in the wild are also resistant to the
damaging effects of EMF on the bees, even without further contact with the
shungite. These are now “shungite bees” and their field of consciousness and
their DNA have been affected by the Shungite Field."
And the "Field of Dreams" expands, one hive at a time, across America!
The Shungite Store
www.cosmicreality.net
email: support@cosmicreality.net
(Gaia's Gift is a copyright of Cosmic Reality
LLC. Content may be reproduced only with
permission of Cosmic Reality)





